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Worship Attendance Growth Rates
A church is a living organism.
It's natural for an organism to
grow. And it's natural for a
church to grow. When a church
is not growing it is quite likely
that something is wrong. In the
United States a healthy church
will see between 5 - 12% growth
in worship attendance each year.
There are a number of
indicators that could be used to
evaluate whether or not a church
is healthy. One could analyze
the budget. The number of
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visitors, and visitors who stay,
in a church might be a good
indicator. How many members
read the Bible and have regular
devotions could qualify. Perhaps
the dollars and hours spent in
local community service
projects. Or the number of
corporate hours in prayer could
be measured. Healthy churches
usually have a network of small
groups with a large percentage of
members involved. They have
adequate and qualified staff. The
number of conversions per year
in a church could (and should) be
measured. And there are more.
So, what is the key indicator of a
healthy church?
After years of study, it is my
contention that the primary
indicator of a church's health is
its worship attendance growth
rate. A negative rate normally
means the church has one or
more problems. A positive
growth rate indicates that, for
the moment, ministry and
mission are likely going well. Of
course, there will be exceptions
in either case. But rules are
generalizations of what is the
case far more often than not. In
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general, I suggest the following
table of growth rates to be an
indicator of health in a local
church, a regional, and a national
denomination body.
Poor Growth: 2% per year
Fair Growth: 3 - 5% per year
Good Growth: 6 - 8% per year
Excellent Growth: 9 - 11% per
year
Outstanding Growth: 12 - 15%
per year
Incredible Growth: 16 - 20% per
year
It is not uncommon for
pastors to be distressed over a
discussion that suggests worship
attendance is the key reflector of
church health. They may
respond with something like:
“We are not an old-fashioned
'attractional' church, and don't
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Churches in the USA can grow 4% a year.
Worship attendance is the heartbeat of a healthy church.
define success on how many people come to us.
We are a 'missional' church, and define our success
on how many people we go to.” While there is
certainly nothing wrong with going to people in
the community, it is often a smoke screen to
create a dichotomy between “attractional” and
“missional,” and this contrived dichotomy is
typically raised by those in churches that are not
growing. Pastors of growing churches know quite
well that a church can be missional as defined by
their focus, and attractive as shown by their
growth.

of graph paper and add the growth rates for the
ten year period and then divide by ten to get an
average decadal growth rate.

Worship attendance is the heartbeat of a
healthy church. Like a human body, there are
indicators of health other than a heartbeat. But in
the absence of this critical measure, the others are
rather meaningless. I believe that most churches in
America have the potential to grow by at least 4%
per year in worship attendance. A church of 100
would need a net of only five worshippers each
year for five years to average a 4% annual growth
rate! If a church of 100 worshipers added just 10
new people per year for ten years, it would
average 7% growth per year.

Developing a 10-year chart for your church
gives a helpful perspective on your situation. It
will stimulate a productive conversation among
your church leaders about where you are, where
you have come, and where you are going.

Congregations that wish to be healthy should
“check their pulse” at least once a year. Here is
how to get started. First, look thorough your
church's records and calculate the average weekly
worship attendance for each of the last ten years.
Once you have the yearly averages, calculate
the average percentage of growth or decline from
the first year to the second year, the second year
to the third year, and so on. [Note that your
calculation may result in a negative number.]
Next, plot your ten yearly averages on a piece

Once you have determined your average annual
growth rate for the last ten years, think deeply
about what the information is telling you about
the health of your church. Based on the scale I
suggest, is your growth rate poor, fair, good,
excellent, outstanding, or incredible? What are
your thoughts on this situation? What do you
think God's thoughts are?

Keep this chart current from one year to the
next. In so doing you will be better able to track
your pulse rate and monitor the results of your
intervention strategy
So, what is your church’s growth rate?
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There’s Hope for Your Church
A startling 85% of churches in the US
are plateaued or declining, a trend that
has been building for the past fifty years.
In the face of shrinking attendance and
lagging spiritual growth, pastors and
church leaders are understandably
discouraged and demoralized.
But the first step to turning
things around is hope.
Church health expert Gary
McIntosh offers this hope by
showing church leaders the
first things they need to do to
make a new start for their
church.
God can and does restore
churches to new life, even as
he restores individuals. The
street-smart ideas and step-by-step
instructions found in this book are ones
that pastors and church leaders can put to
use immediately in their churches to
bring about solid growth and renewed
hope for the future.
"There's Hope for Your Church provides a
wealth of wisdom for anyone seeking to
turn around a declining or plateaued
church. This book gives you hope and
will show you the way to revitalize your
church."--Ed Stetzer

"Gary McIntosh has written a down to
earth practical book for those who look
at the task of pastoring a church and
don't know where to begin or what to do.
There's Hope for Your Church is a
coaching experience bound in the pages
of a book."--Elmer Towns
"I like this book because Gary
McIntosh moves beyond mere
analytical explanations and
gives practical 'how-to's'.
This book will take you from
concept to completion. You'll
not only read this book
yourself but will want church
leaders to read it as well."-Samuel R. Chand
Order today by calling toll free
1-877-506- 3086
Yes, send me
copy(s) of
There’s Hope for Your Church at $17.99 each
($22.99 outside U.S.A. on U.S. Funds/Bank)
plus S/H of $5.00 in U.S.A. and $6.00 in
Canada. CA residents add 7.75% tax.
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